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Image retrieval technique is related to many application fields. Besides general 
image retrieval system, more and more domain specific image retrieval systems 
spring up such as Yottalook Medical Image Retrieval System. Field-oriented image 
classification technique has a broad application prospect especially for the document 
images and medical images, because image classification is one of the most basic 
works in image retrieval system. Therefore, this study has a good prospect of 
application and better theoretical significance. 
For the complexity of images, the interference among categories, the diversity of 
categories and some other factors, field-oriented image classification is still a problem 
full of challenges. This paper study on the existing problems in classification of 
document images and medical images, main works and innovations are as follows: 
1.We generalize and summarize current methods. Through the research on 
abundant references, we conduct the current image classification methods as   
comprehensive induction and summary. This paper have introduced basic ideas and 
principles of common methods and analyzed merits demerits of each method 
comparatively. In addition, analysis of document images and medical images’ 
classification methods are detailed. 
2. Propose a simple but effective method for image classification , in allusion to 
the present document classification methods’ problems caused by dependence on 
image segmentation and some pretreatment problems like OCR. We take structured 
local edge pattern (SLEP) as image’ features and realize the document images’ 
classification with support vector machine (SVM) as a classifier. To validate the   
superiority of the method, we create a document image database in advance. The 
experiments show that, our method based on SLEP features bypasses the complex 
pretreatment, and it outperforms the chosen methods for contrasts both in the 















even for the document images with low resolution.  
3. Propose a method based on multi-stage features fusion for medical image 
classification. In this paper, we take ImageCLF2012 medical images’ classification 
match as the experimental data set to construct image classifier on multi-feature 
fusion .The corresponding image classifier to each type of features are is constructed 
and then the final image classification is implemented by the fusion of classification 
results. The experiments prove that, our feature fusion method can describe the 
properties of medical images more comprehensively. And at the same time, our result 
ranks top among the results of ImageCLEF2012 medical images classification match. 
In a word, this paper caters to document and medical images according to the 
image feature extraction and classification process from the shallower to the deeper. 
We firstly create a database of document images, and then apply SLEP features in the 
classification for document images. At last, aiming at the complexity of medical 
images, we proposed a multi-stage feature fusion method based on the past related 
research work. SLEP features lead to a high accuracy and multi-stage feature fusion 
method provides a better solution for the problem about medical images’ 
classification with obvious improvement compared with the other methods.  
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